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PAMPA LARGA, CHILE
AreN H. Cr.anx, DepartmentoJ GeologicalSciences'
Queen's fl nher sity, Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
Aesrtact
Two distinct modifications of AsS occur in the Alacrrfn Ag-As-Sb vein deposit in
northern chile. of these, one, which crystallized early in the development of the deposit,
apparently corresponds to the high temperature a-AsS polymorph (Hall, 1966), not previously documented from natural assemblages. Realgar v'hich occurs as euhedral crystals
in median vein cavities is similar, but not identical to "normal" realgar, or B-AsS, from
other localities. The relationships between the two forms are poorly-defined, but neither
exhibits instability on exposure to iight or to infrared radiation'

INrnolucrroN
The inter-relationships of the polymorphic forms of AsS have received
considerableattention in recent years (e.g. Cahoon, 19651;Hall, 1966;
Roland, 1966),but several interesting problems remain unsolved and the
published data are in part inconsistent. The high temperature, probably
triclinic (Cahoon, 1965),a polymorph is stable in the system As-S only
between its melting point at 307+5'C (Hall, 1966) and 256*5"C
(Hall, op. cit.), or 252+2"C (Roland, 1966), in the presenceof vapor'
This phase may be preserved for at least two years in the laboratory
(Roland, 1966) and Hall and Yund (1964) briefly report its occurrence
in ores. Cahoon (1965), Hall (1966), and Roland (1966), on the other
hand, found only the low temperature, monoclinic, B polymorph in
specimensof realgar from many localities. The present note records the
occurrence of a-AsS at a long-known localitl' for realgar, the Pampa
Larga mining district, near Copiap6, Atacama Province, Chile (Segerstrom and Parker, 1959;Parker, Salasand P6rez, 1963).
fnn MrNn Ar-,q.cnAuDBrosrr
Realgar is an important constituent of the barite-quartz-calcite
veins formerly worked for silver at the small Mina Alacr6n (27o36'5;
70'11'W). The dominant ore minerals in these mineralogicallycornplex
veins include stibnite, pyrite, realgar, orpimentr and native arsenic and
silver, in association with minor gaiena, chalcopyrite, and pitchblende
(Parker, Salas and P6,rez,1963). Specimensfrom the dumps and accessible adit exposuresof the mine have since been found b-v the author to
1 B. G. Cahoon, Polymorphism of arsenic sulfide (AsS), in C. S. Hurlbut, Jr', Research
on chemistry and. physics oJ inorgani.c systems uniler e*treme high pressufe and' tempuature,
Harvard University, Final Rept. Dec. 1965, 42-51 (available from Harvard University).
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contain, in addition to the above, an unusual suite of minerals including
greigite, smithite (Parker, Salas and P6rez record "sulfosalesde plata"),
arsenolamprite (Clark, 1970), sphalerite (in part, arsenian), arsenopyrite,
acanthite, and high realgar.
The mineralization, probably of lower Paleoceneage (Sillitoe, Mortimer and Clark, i968), has suffered onll- -o6..ute oxidation since the
Pliocene incision of the Quebrada La Cortadera, in which the mine
iies, into the Upper Miocene Atacama Pediplain (Clark et aI., 1967), and
these assemblagesrepresent a hypogene paragenesis.Parker, Salas and
P6rez (1963) state that the native arsenic is a product of supergene
enrichment, but microscopic examination does not support this contention.
OccunnBNcB or RBar.cen (P-AsS)
Realgar, exhibiting well-formed monoclinic crystals where lining
cavities, is widespreadboth in the Mina Alacr6n veins and, in association
with pyrite, as disseminationsin the granodiorite wall-rocks. It is characteristically associated with granular orpiment and with massive or
botryoidal native arsenicl in conformity with the phase relations in the
system As-S, orpiment is not observed in actual contact with arsenic.
Whether massive or crystalline, the realgar occurring on the surfaces
of specimenscollected from the dumps of the mine or from the walls of
the adit has a strong reddish-orangehue, markedly richer than that of
most museum specimens of this mineral. Specimens which have presumably been exposed to sunlight for at Ieast twenty years and those
from underground, which have long been subject to oxidizing agencies,
but only sporadically to light energy, are megascopically identical.
Indistinguishable X-ray powder patterns were yielded by specimensfrom
the dumps and by material from the adit which had been at once transferred to light-tight boxes when collected. In both cases, the patterns
(Table 1) were identical to that found by Hall (1966) for synthetic B-AsS
(realgar) annealed at 250oC. Careful examination using a Guinier-deWolff multiple-Iocussing camera failed to reveal the several additional
lines HalI recorded tor natural realgar {rom Allchar, Macedonia (his
Table i).
The powder patterns of the Mina Alacr6n realgar showedno significant
changes after grinding under toluene for periods of up to two minutes,
and have in all casesremained unchanged on exposure to sunlight for
over two years. Similarly, exposureto infrared radiation in an evacuated
tube for three hours causedno structural modification.
Arsenolite (AssOs)is fairly widespread as a superficial oxidation product in this deposit, thinly coating native arsenic in some zones,and has
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a Patterns taken on an X-ray diffractometer, using
silicon (o:5.4305
standard; peak heights measured graphically.

A) as externai

been detected by X-ray study of the outermost portions of a realgar
aggregate closely associated with arsenic. In this instance, however,
it appears to constitute a transported supergenephase, and also coats
adjacent arsenic-freegreigite.
OccunnpNcp or a-AsS
In view of the conflicting observations which have been presented
on the effect of light on realgar, an attempt was made to examinematerial
which had not been exposedprior to X-raying. Two realgar-bearingspecimens from the Mina Alacr6n dumps were broken open, and realgar
grains occurring in their interiors were immediately separated, gently
crushed, and X-rayed on a diffractometer. At first, only restricted
angular ranges were traversed, to minimize the possibility of structural
changes over the longer periods required for a complete wavelength
scan,but it soon becameevident that the powder pattern yielded by the
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realgar was suffering no significant change as a result of exposure.However, all realgar from the central zonesof the two specimenssurprisingly
exhibited (Table 1) the powder pattern characteristic of the synthetic
high temperature, a polymorph (Cahoon, 1965; Hall, 1966), with no
additional or omitted lines.
The a-AsS in these specimens shows only a slightly paler, more
yellowish color in hand specimen than the realgar from this deposit.
It forms irregular massesand veinlets, not exceeding-2 mm in thickness, and exhibits no crystal faces under high-power binocular examination. In polished sections,prepared using cold-setting resins and lead-lap
polishing techniques, its optical properties are in general not noticeably
different from those of realgar in this and other deposits' Thus, its
medium-gray color in plane-polarizedlight in air is appreciably darkened
under oil immersion, and a proportion of the grains are distinctly bireflectant in air. The mineral exhibits verl' strong, yellowish internal reflections,which are, however, generally slightly paler than those shown
by normal realgar.
Vickers micro-indentation hardness values of from 53 to 66 were obtained on randomly-orientedgrains using a Leitz Durimet-Pol hardness
tester and a 15-gramload; this range in part slightly exceedsthat found
for realgarby previousworkers (c/. Mcleod and Chamberlain,1969),but
similar values were yielded by the associatednormal realgar. Measurement of reflectivity in air at 546 nm using a Vickers-EEl Digital Microphotometer and the carl Zeissneutral glass(N.G. 1) and sic standards,
vielded values of between 19.5 and 21.3+0.8 percent, whereasthe low
realgargave somewhatlower values,in the range 18.2-20'6+ 0.8 percent
(c/. Mcleod and Chamberlain, 1969)' The rather high standard errors
in these determinations resulted from the presenceof very small microscopic flaws in the surface areas examined.
Exposure of the a-AsS to sunlight in both evacuated and open tubes
{or two -vearsat 25oChas led to no changesin X-ray powder pattern'
The nature of the spatial transition frorn B- to a-AsS in thesespecimens
is poorly-defined. The samplesconsist of portions of one-half of a narrow
vein section, ranging from a median string of cavities to beyond the
contact with the wall-rock some 8-10 cm away. The realgar on the surface of the specimens occurs as a coating and crystals on the walls
of the cavities, whereas the a-AsS is concentrated in the interstices
of barite plates immediately ageinst the wall of the vein. No realgar
occurs in the intervening 5-8 cm section of the vein, so that the two
forms are here physically separated.
The possibility that the development of the realgar resulted from
exposure of the high temperature polymorph to light and,/or oxidizing
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agenciescannot be wholly discounted, but it is noteworthv that the
outer vein sections in which the a-Ass occurs clearly represent an early
phase of hydrothermal deposition, preceding that in which the central
portions developed,and characterizedby a distinct ore mineral assemblage. A more detailed description of the mineral assemblagesin this
depositis in preparation,but in the presentcontext it may be mentioned
that the a-AsS occursin contact with antimony-freesmithite (B-AgAsS:;
Hall, 1966), orpiment, and arsenolamprite,the orthorhombic modification of native arsenic. Neither smithite nor arsenolamprite occurs on the
walls of the median cavities. Although the associationsmithitef a-AsS*
orpiment cannot represent equilibrium in the systern Ag-As-S at anr..
temperature, becauseB-AgAsSzis stable onl1.between 320-15"C [Hall,
1966; Roland (1966) has 313-|2"C to 415.C1, the presenceof this sul_
fosalt in the border sections of the veins is indicative of comparativell,
high temperaturesof formation. The assemblageAgzS (now acanthite,
but in part exhibiting cubic crystal morphology)f native arsenicis arso
representedin the outer parts oI the veins, suggestingthat ore deposition
commencedat temperaturesat least as high as -355.C (Halt, 1966).
DrscussroN
The observationssummarized here are not readily correlated with
those of previous workers on the AsS poll,morphs. Roland (1966),
however,concludedthat a-Ass might be preservedin nature through the
quenching of ore fluids in near-surfacevolcanic or sub-volcanic environments. The site of deposition of the Mina Alacr6n ores cannot be delimited precisely,but a considerationof the Lower Tertiary erosional
regime of the region suggeststhat mineralization may have taken place
at rather shallowdepths,perhapsnot exceeding1-2000m. The restricted
vertical extent of hypogeneore-shootsassociatedwith Lower Tertiary
granitic intrusions in this immediate area is further suggestiveof nearsurface deposition as a result of rapid cooling of hvdrothermal solutions
on contact with ground waters, while the tourmaline-brecciapipes in
the nearb-vcabeza de vaca pluton are distinctly sub-volcanic in appearance.
The low-temperature realgar occurring in the central parts of the
veins doesnot exhibit the "porph1,'roblastic"texture which Roiand (1966)
has observed in a-AsS inverted from the high temperature polymorph,
and is here consideredto have crystallized,below -250oC, as a primarl.
phase. The well-{ormed monoclinic crystals localli,- developed by the
realgar are also indicative of primary formation at low temperature.
unfortunately, the a-AsS doesnot show diagnosticcrystal forms in this
deposit. The possibility that the metastable preservation of a-AsS misht
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in this instance be due to an anornalouscompositionmay probably be
excluded;X-ray fluorescenceanall'sis of severalgrain aggregatesfailed
to detect an1' minor elements in amounts greater than 0.000e weight
percent. The realgar is also free from minor elements.Electron microprobe analysis of several grains of the two realgar modifications, emplo)ing metailic As and pyrite as standards,yielded sensibly indistinguishable
compositionsin the rangeAsS6.er-tt (this formula has no present structural significance).These preliminary data do not exclude the possibiiitl'
that a- and B-AsShave slightly, but significantlydiffering compositions,
which might perhaps be inf erred from the apparentiy lower symmetty oI
the higher-temperatureform, but place approximate limits on an1. departure from stoichiometry.
The freshness of the B-AsS specimens collected from this mine was
wholly unexpected,in view of Cahoon's(1965)observations.That author
examined realgar from "Pampa Larga, Capiapo [sic], Chile," probably
from Mina Alacrdn or the nearbl' Mina Descubridora. He found that this
realgar, presumably coliected man-v-vears ago, broke down on exposure
to sunlight in an open tube after only one month. The powder pattern
of the breakdown product differed from those of arsenolite and of Hall's
(1966) "7-AsS", an apparent third AsS polymorph, but was also yieided
by the alteration products of realgar from Getchell, Nevada. Cahoon
further effectedthe complete obiiteration of all realgar powder reflections
by the exposureof crushed material from another locaiity to sunlight
for only sevenhours, but he could not determinewhether the alteration
was a resuit of oxidation or of inversion to a new AsS polymorph.
These resultsare in apparent disagreementwith those of Hail (1966),
who observed that natural and synthetic B-AsSis converted to 7-AsS on
exposure to infrared radiation i.n ttacwobelow 133"C, and has identified
r-AsS in the yellorvishcoating on natural realgar specimens.They are
also hard to reconcilewith the present observationson realgar from
Mina Alacr6n. As pointed out above, tht specimensfrom the dumps of
this mine do not show the yellow-orangealteration product occurring
on most museum specimensof realgar,ancl the p-AsS showsno evidence
of instability despite its exposureto sunlight and oxidizing agenciesfor a
considerableperiod. The specimensfrom Pampa Larga studied by Cahoon (1965) must either have differed in some key respectsfrom those
collected by the author, or, possibl-v,may have been exposedto light for
a very much longer period (that is, ))20 -vears).The very rapid breakdown of realgar recorded by Cahoon is, in any event, unexplained' At
the sametime, 7-AsS is apparently absentin the Mina Alacr6n realgar.
Present knowledge of the poll'morphism of arsenic monosulfide is
incomplete. Careful study of natural realgar, collectedfrom fresh under-
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ground exposuresand stored under controlled conditions, is clearly required, as is further X-ray and chemical examination of the synthetic
analogues.
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